
V I R G I N I A:  IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE CITY OF CHESAPEAKE 
 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
 
v. Case Nos.:  CR________________ 

Court date:___________________ 
 
 

ORDER FOR DISCOVERY AND INSPECTION 
 

Upon the motion of the defendant, by and through counsel, and with the agreement of the                

Commonwealth, by and through its counsel, it is hereby, 

Discovery by the Defendant 
 

ORDERED pursuant to RULE 3A:11, upon timely motion of the defense, that no later than               

Thirty calendar days before trial, unless for good cause shown, Paragraphs 1 through 4: 

1. Reports. The Commonwealth shall disclose to the defendant and make available for             

inspection, copying, or photographing, subject to the provisions of redaction and “Restricted            

Dissemination Material” outlined herein: any relevant reports prepared by law enforcement           

officers made in connection with this case, including any written witness statements or             

summaries of oral witness statements contained within such reports, that are known, or by the               

exercise of due diligence may become known, to the attorney for the Commonwealth. 

2. Statements. The Commonwealth shall disclose to the defendant and make available            

for inspection, copying, or photographing: any written or recorded statements, or the substance             

of any oral statements, made by the defendant to any law enforcement officer, or copies thereof,                

within the possession, custody, or control of the Commonwealth, the existence of which is              

known, or by the exercise of due diligence may become known, to the attorney for the                

Commonwealth; and any written or recorded statements, or the substance of any oral statements,              

made by the defendant to any other person if the Commonwealth intends to introduce the               

statements into evidence against  



the defendant at trial; and any written or recorded statements, or the substance of any oral                

statements, made by a co-defendant or co-conspirator if the Commonwealth intends to introduce             

the statements into evidence against the defendant at trial. 

3. Reports of Examinations. The Commonwealth shall permit the defendant to inspect            

and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations of the accused                

or the alleged victim made in connection to this case, and of any scientific tests or experiments,                 

to include autopsy examinations, ballistics tests, fingerprint analyses, handwriting analyses, and           

blood, urine or breath tests, or copies thereof, which are within the possession, custody, or               

control of the Commonwealth, the existence of which is known, or by the exercise of due                

diligence may become known to the attorney for the Commonwealth. 

4. Physical Items. The Commonwealth shall permit the defendant to inspect and copy or              

photograph books, papers, documents, data, photographs, tangible objects, recordings, buildings          

or places, or copies or portions thereof, that are known by the Commonwealth’s attorney to be                

within the possession, custody or control of the Commonwealth upon a showing that the items               

sought may be material to the preparation of the accused’s defense. If counsel desires to inspect                

the physical evidence prior to the date of trial, counsel for the defendant is advised to contact the                 

Commonwealth, in writing, to set a mutually agreeable date and time for said inspection of               

physical evidence in the possession of the Commonwealth. 

5. Designation of Expert Witnesses. The Commonwealth shall disclose to the defendant            

no later than Twenty-one business days before trial, any written report of, or if no such report                 

exists, a written summary of, expert opinion testimony the Commonwealth intends to use at trial,               

unless the expert testimony is to be offered in response to a previously-noticed expert of a                
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defendant, in which case the disclosure pursuant to this section must be provided not later than                

five business days prior to trial. This summary shall describe the witnesses’ opinions, the bases               

and reasons therefor, and the witnesses’ qualifications, and the witnesses’ contact information.            

Providing a copy of a certificate of analysis from the Virginia Department of Forensic Science or                

any other agency listed in Virginia Code § 19.2-187, signed by hand or by electronic means by                 

the person performing the analysis or examination, shall satisfy the requirements of this             

Designation. In an appropriate case, and for good cause shown, either party may move the Court                

for an Order requesting earlier or later disclosure of expert witness notice and summaries. 

 6. Other Witnesses. The Commonwealth shall disclose to the defendant no later than             

Twenty-one business days before trial, a written list of witnesses, and if known, their addresses,               

who are expected to testify for the Commonwealth at trial or sentencing, EXCEPT that              

identification of confidential informants whom the Commonwealth does not intend to call at trial              

shall not be disclosed by the Commonwealth.  

7. Redaction and Restricted Dissemination Material. The Commonwealth may make          

such redactions as are identified in Rule 3A:11(c)(1). Pursuant to Rule 3A:11(c)(2), the             

Commonwealth may designate disclosed materials as “Restricted Dissemination Material”         

(hereinafter “RDM”) by visibly marking the materials. RDM may only be disclosed to the              

attorney for the defendant, or the attorney’s agents or employees, or to an expert witness. The                

attorney for the defendant may orally disclose the content of the RDM to the defendant or allow                 

the defendant to view the content of the RDM but shall not provide the defendant with copies of                  

the RDM.  Disposition of the RDM shall be in accordance with Rule 3A:11(c)(2)(E). 

8. Defendant’s Criminal Record. The Commonwealth’s Attorney shall provide the          
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accused a copy of his or her criminal record. It further appearing to the Court that the                 

dissemination of papers or documents containing information concerning any individual's arrests,           

charges or any disposition arising therefrom is limited by the provisions of Section 19.2-389 of               

the Code of Virginia of 1950, as amended, it is further ORDERED that any such papers or                 

documents containing any such information the provision of which is required by this Order shall               

not be copied nor further disseminated and shall be destroyed after the conclusion of the trial of                 

the above-styled and numbered cause and the exhaustion of all appellate remedies in connection              

therewith or the failure timely to assert any such appellate remedies. 

9. Work Product. The Commonwealth is not required to disclose work product of the              

Commonwealth’s Attorney, including internal memoranda, reports, witness statements,        

correspondence, legal research or other internal documents prepared by the office of the             

Commonwealth’s Attorney or its agents in anticipation of trial. 

Discovery by the Commonwealth 

It is further ORDERED pursuant to 3A:11, that, no later than Ten calendar days before               

trial, Paragraphs 10 through 14: 

10. The defendant shall permit the Commonwealth to inspect and copy or photograph             

any results or reports of scientific tests or experiments made in connection with the particular               

case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant               

intends use in the defendant’s case-in-chief at trial or which were prepared by a witness whom                

the defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or reports relate to his/her testimony. 

11. The defendant shall permit the Commonwealth to inspect and copy or photograph             

any results or reports of physical or mental examinations of the accused made in connection with                
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the particular case, or copies thereof, if the accused intends to rely upon the defense of insanity                 

pursuant to Chapter 11 of Title 19.2 of the Code of Virginia; provided, however, that no                

statement made by the accused in the course of such an examination disclosed pursuant to this                

section shall be used by the Commonwealth in its case-in-chief, whether the examination was              

conducted with or without the consent of the accused. 

12. The defendant shall disclose to the Commonwealth whether the defendant intends to             

offer a defense of alibi, and, if so, disclose the place at which the defendant claims to have been                   

at the time the alleged offense was committed.  

13. Designation of Expert Witnesses. The defendant shall disclose to the           

Commonwealth any written report of, or if no such report exists, a written summary of, expert                

opinion testimony the defendant intends to use at trial, unless the expert testimony is to be                

offered in response to a previously-noticed expert of the Commonwealth, in which case the              

disclosure pursuant to this section must be provided not later than five business days prior to                

trial. This summary shall describe the witnesses’ opinions, the bases and reasons therefor, and              

the witnesses’ qualifications, and the witnesses’ contact information. Providing a copy of a             

certificate of analysis from the Virginia Department of Forensic Science or any other agency              

listed in Virginia Code § 19.2-187, signed by hand or by electronic means by the person                

performing the analysis or examination, shall satisfy the requirements of this Designation. In an              

appropriate case, and for good cause shown, either party may move the Court for an Order                

requesting earlier or later disclosure of expert witness notice and summaries. 
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14. Other Witnesses. The defendant shall disclose to the Commonwealth a written list of              

witnesses, and if known, their addresses, who are expected to testify for the defendant at trial or                 

sentencing. 

Protective Order 

By agreement of the parties, it is further ORDERED that, the parties shall not disclose the                

contents of any material or evidence disclosed or discovered pursuant to this Rule in any public                

forum, including any website; and the parties are hereby authorized to withhold the residential              

address, telephone number, email address, and place of employment of any witness not covered              

by the terms of Rule 3A:11(c)(1). The parties may move this Court for additional terms of, or                 

relief from, the terms of this Protective Order if such additional terms or relief are necessary for                 

the orderly adjudication of the case or to the fair administration of justice. All copies of the                 

discovery documents or material (including electronic material) provided in any format shall be             

used by the defense solely and exclusively in connection with this case (including trial              

preparation, trial, and any appeals or other related legal proceeding) and for no other purpose; 

The defense shall not otherwise make the discovery documents or material or            

information available, by any means (including duplicate copies created by the           

defense), to any person not working with or assisting the defense in this criminal              

action. 

Continuing Duty to Disclose 

If, after disposition of a motion under this Rule, counsel or a party discovers              

before or during trial additional material previously requested or falling within the            

scope of an order previously entered, that is subject to discovery or inspection             
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under this Rule but has not previously been disclosed, the party shall promptly             

notify the other party or their counsel or the court of the existence of the               

additional material. If at any time during the pendency of the case it is brought to                

the attention of the court that a party has failed to comply with the Rule or with an                  

order issued pursuant to this Rule, the court shall order such party to permit the               

discovery or inspection of materials not previously disclosed and may grant such            

other relief authorized by Virginia law as it may in its discretion deem             

appropriate. 

 

 

Brady/Giglio Material 
 

It is further ORDERED that the Commonwealth shall comply with its obligations to             

produce promptly exculpatory material as required by Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963)              

and United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97 (1976) and Giglio v.United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972).                 

The constitutional and statutory duties of the Commonwealth’s attorney to provide exculpatory            

and/or impeachment evidence to an accused supersede any limitation or restriction on discovery             

provided pursuant to this Rule.  

Sealing Order 
 
 

Pursuant to Rule 3A:11(a)(4), any material or evidence disclosed pursuant to this Rule              

and filed with the Clerk of the Circuit Court shall remain under seal unless admitted as an exhibit                  

or until further Order of this Court. 
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Enter: 

 ______________________________ 
 Circuit Court Judge 
 
We ask for this:   
 
__________________________    
 
Attorney for Defendant 
 
__________________________ 
 
Attorney for the Commonwealth   
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